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Abstract - 3D scaffolds for tissue engineering typically need to 
adopt a dynamic culture to foster cell distribution and 
survival throughout the scaffold. It is, therefore, crucial to 
know fluids' behavior inside the scaffold architecture, 
especially for complex porous ones. Here we report a 
comparison between simulated and measured permeability of 
a porous 3D scaffold, focusing on different modeling 
parameters. The scaffold features were extracted by micro-
computed tomography (µCT) and representative volume 
elements were used for the computational fluid-dynamic 
analyses. The objective was to investigate the sensitivity of the 
model to the degree of detail of the µCT image and the 
elements of the mesh. These findings highlight the pros and 
cons of the modeling strategy adopted and the importance of 
such parameters in analyzing fluid behavior in 3D scaffolds. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The design of three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds is crucial 
for an effective tissue engineering of musculoskeletal 
tissues. To achieve 3D constructs, a possible strategy 
consists of developing microporous matrices. The internal 
architecture of these materials (mainly their porosity, pore 
size, and pore interconnectivity), influences the mechanical 
and mass transport properties of porous 3D scaffolds [1, 2]. 
These features, together with the pore distribution and 
orientation, determine if the scaffold permits a flow 
throughout the pores. The property encompassing all these 
features is known as permeability, a parameter that is 
independent of the fluid permeating the material [3, 4]. 
An appropriate permeability is crucial to enable nutrients 
transport, waste removal, and thus cell survival and growth 
within the scaffold [5 - 7]. Scaffold permeability is directly 
linked to the scaffold architecture, which can strongly 
influence cell behavior: it is known that pore size and 
scaffold porosity can affect cell viability and proliferation 
in vitro [8], or resident cell colonization and migration in 
vivo [9]. Various methods exist for the fabrication of porous 
scaffolds, including electrospinning, salt leaching and gas 
foaming. Reliable virtual models often help an appropriate 
control of these processes [10]. 
One of the most effective strategies to assess the scaffold 
internal architecture is the micro-computed tomography 
(µCT), which is non-invasive and non-destructive. µCT 
generates a sequence of high-resolution images of a sample 
through an X-ray source. The post-processing imaging 
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allows a 3D reconstruction of the sample and the 
consequent analysis of the aforementioned architecture-
related parameters. Furthermore, the 3D images are a key 
input for computational fluid-dynamic (CFD) simulations 
on the scaffold. 
CFD simulations have been recently used to provide 
quantitative predictions on scaffold properties, such as 
permeability and wall shear stress [11-14], but also to 
predict the impact of such parameters on cell behavior [15, 
16]. Computational models have been also used to optimize 
the internal structure of the scaffold from the mechanical 
properties standpoint and in the evaluation of the structural 
aspects on the flow parameters [17, 18]. However, CFD 
analyses of 3D scaffolds are often prohibitive from the 
computational cost viewpoint, when µCT-derived 
architectures must be managed, especially due to the 
scaffold's complex geometry. Indeed, the outputs of µCT 
are usually large-size files that require time-consuming 
pre-processing activities. µCT output files can require hard 
efforts in reducing the file size and solving the geometry 
errors that arise from complexity reduction. In addition, 
meshing, computation, and post-processing times must be 
taken into account in the case of highly non-homogeneous 
scaffolds [19, 20]. To overcome these issues, 
computational analyses are sometimes focused on one or 
more representative volume elements (RVE) [19, 21]: this 
strategy allows for shorter simulation times, but it could 
affect the final result when the pre-processing procedures 
are not accurately investigated.  
The aim of this work is to investigate the RVE-CAD degree 
of the finish, the spatial position and size of the meshing 
elements, and to evaluate the effect of these features on the 
predicted permeability with respect to the measured one. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Scaffold fabrication 

Mixture A (polyols): 16.00g PEG 2000 (Sigma Aldrich, 
99%, 79.46 pphp); Glycerol 1.72g (Sigma Aldrich, ≥99% 
(GC), 8.57 pphp) and 2.4g MilliQ water (11.96 pphp). 

Component B (polyisocyanate): 63.87 g Tolonate™ X 
FLO 100 (Vencorex, ≥99%). NCO index = 100. 

Component C (catalyst): 0.38 g Dibutiltindilaurate 
DBTL (Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 96.0 %). %DBTL = 0.5% w/w. 
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The mixture A was introduced in a 2L-PP rectangular 

container endowed with a lid, then placed in the oven at 
85°C for at least 30 min. The temperature of mixture A was 
80°C when components B and C were added. The resulting 
compound was mechanically mixed at 300 rpm for 30 s, 
then left raising for 1 min, until the expansion was arrested 
due to crosslinking. The final volume of the expanded foam 
was 1.4 l. The nominal density was 60.23 kg/m3. The raw 
foam was kept in the oven at 40 °C for 24 h to complete the 
curing process. Cylindrical samples were cut and purified 
according to the procedure previously described in Gerges 
et. al. [22]. 

B. Permeability test 

The permeability k of the scaffold is a feature directly 
connected with the degree of pore interconnectivity. As 
mentioned above, it influences the scaffold ability to 
sustain cell growth and tissue regeneration. The 
permeability is described by the Darcy’s law: 

 
𝑘 = 𝜂 𝑄

𝐴
𝐿

∆𝑃
    (1) 

where k is the intrinsic permeability in m2, η is the 
kinematic viscosity of the fluid in Pa×s, Q is the volumetric 
flow rate in m3/s, A is the scaffold cross-sectional area in 
m2, L is the scaffold total length in m, and ∆P is the pressure 
drop over the scaffold in Pa. The constant pressure gradient 
method was adopted for assessing the experimental 
scaffold permeability, using the set-up depicted in Fig. 1. 
The volumetric flow rate Q of water (ρwater = 998 kg/m3 and 
ηwater = 8.9×10−4 Pa×s) through the scaffold was measured 
as the mass of water crossing the scaffold over 60 s. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the experimental set-up used for 

permeability measurements. 

Four independent samples were tested and each scaffold 
was tested three times (total measurement time = 20 min; 
sampling rate = 1 min). The mass was measured using a 
balance Radwag WLC 20/A2 with a precision of 0.1 g. The 
hydrostatic pressure was kept constant on the scaffold. By 
calculating ∆P = ρwater g H, being H the height of the water 
above the sample (in m) and g the gravitational 
acceleration, the intrinsic permeability k was determined. 

C. µCT image analysis 

Microtomography was used to analyze the pore 
distribution and the trabecular network of the scaffold 3D 
structure shown in Fig. 2(a). The files obtained from the 
µCT were used to set up the computational model. They 
were obtained through a customized cone beam system 
known as TomoLab [23] (cone beam energy = 40 kV, 
power = 200 µA, exposition time = 1.5 s). The dimension 
of the tomographic projections was 2004 × 1335 pixels and 
the final resolution was 8 µm. The slices reconstruction and 
correction were carried out through the software Cobra 
Exxim and the binary processing of the images was 
accomplished according to the method proposed in [24]. 
The combination between the plug-in BoneJ [25, 26] and 
the software Amira [27] was used to generate the images 
and analyze them. The sample extracted and analyzed was 
a volume of 1000 pixel per side (8 mm), as visible in Fig. 
2 (b). The results in terms of the porous morphology of the 
scaffold extracted from the µCT files are summarized in 
Table I. The anisotropy degree specifies the tendency of the 
pore to be spherical (0 = completely spherical, 1 = 
maximum anisotropy), while the connection density 
indicates how much the structures are interconnected. 

 

   
Fig. 2. (a) Photo of the porous scaffold. Scale bar = 500 µm. (b) Micro-

computed tomography image of the porous scaffold used for the 
analysis. Sample side dimension = 8 mm. 

 
TABLE I. SCAFFOLD MORPHOLOGY-RELATED PARAMETERS 

Porosity % 93.3 

Trabecular Thickness [µm] 138.0 ± 64.6 

Pore Diameter [µm] 665.7 ± 129.0 

Anisotropy Degree 0.3 

Connection Density [µm-3] 3 x 10-9 

 
D. Modeling strategy and flow characterization 

The scaffold intrinsic permeability was simulated 
considering different RVEs, in the form of a rectangular 
box with one dimension equal to the scaffold length and a 
square section with a side dimension of 8.35×10−4 m. The 
RVEs were extracted from the µCT outputs and 
extensively reworked through the open-source softwares 
MeshLab [29], and Autodesk Fusion 360 [30]. These CAD 
files were then loaded in the CFD simulation tool to be 
modeled as fluid volumes. The process steps are introduced 
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in Fig. 3. A first assessment was based on an RVE at the 
center of the scaffold: here the permeability was evaluated 
by varying (i) the level of detail available in the input CAD, 
and (ii) the mesh refinement of the fluid volume. The CAD 
degree of the finish was related to the number of triangular 
polygons describing the scaffold, namely 22,000 (a), 
11,000 (b), and 3,000 (c) (Fig. 3).  
 

 
Fig. 3. Representation of the steps followed for permeability 

estimation. (a), (b) and (c) are RVEs with three different degrees of the 
finish, determined by the number of polygonal elements describing the 

scaffold, namely 22,000 (a), 11,000 (b), and 3,000 (c). 

The tetrahedral elements considered for the mesh 
refinement of the fluid volume were 5.5×105, 3.1×106, and 
1.1×107, respectively. The fluid was modeled as 
incompressible and Newtonian, with the properties of 
water as mentioned in Section II-B. COMSOL 5.6 was 
used to mesh the fluid volume and to solve the steady-state 
Navier-Stokes equations for laminar flow. A fixed pressure 
gap (724.49 Pa) was imposed between the extremities of 
the model, and no-slip conditions were imposed at the 
channel walls and the scaffold walls. The flow rate was 
computed by the software and used for the calculation of 
the intrinsic permeability through the Darcy’s law (Eq. 1). 
The analysis was then performed on five different RVEs 
having the same dimensions (section A = 7×10−7 m2, length 
L = 8×10−3 m) and representative of different locations of 
the scaffold. Their permeability was evaluated according 
to the boundary conditions expressed above. The RVEs 
distribution in the scaffold is shown in Fig. 4.  

The machine used to run the CFD simulations held 32 
GB of RAM memory and 8 cores. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Positions of five different RVEs in the scaffold (top view). 

III. RESULTS 
The average scaffold intrinsic permeability obtained 

through the experimental tests was 1.71×10−9 m2 (median 
value; 25th percentile = 1.58×10−9 m2, 75th percentile = 
1.93×10−9 m2). The plot of the frequency distribution of the 
measured permeability is shown in Fig. 5.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Frequency distribution of the experimentally measured 

permeability (bin width = 5×10-11). Dashed line: longnormal distribution. 

The simulated permeability values, computed through 
the RVE extracted from the center of the scaffold, are 
summarized in Table II. The simulations were performed 
varying the degree of detail of the input CAD and the grid 
refinement. 
TABLE II. VALUES OF SIMULATED PERMEABILITY IN M2. THE SIMULATION 

TIME (IN MIN) IS REPORTED IN THE PARENTHESIS. 

 

Fig. 6 reports the absolute error between the simulation 
predictions (in Table II) and the experimental average 

𝐤 (× 𝟏𝟎−𝟗)  
[𝐦𝟐] Number of tetrahedral elements of the mesh 

Number of 
CAD triangular 

polygons 
5.5×105 3.1×106 1.1×107 

22,000 (a) 1.90 
(5 min) 

2.05 
(18 min) 

2.10 
(61 min) 

11,000 (b) 1.93 
(5 min) 

2.09 
(19 min) 

2.14 
(65 min) 

3,000 (c) 2.64 
(7 min) 

2.89 
(17 min) 

2.95 
(65 min) 
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permeability value. A strong dependency from the CAD 
number of triangular polygons can be observed. From Fig. 
6, the following considerations also emerge: (i) a medium 
degree of the finish (11,000 triangular polygons) was 
enough to describe accurately the scaffold geometry; (ii) 
the results accuracy was affected by the number of 
tetrahedral elements. The variation of the results with the 
increasing of the grid refinement suggested the necessity of 
more than 106 tetrahedral elements to accomplish a rather 
stable reliability. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Absolute error (%) between the simulated permeability values 

and the experimental ones for different degrees of the finish of the CAD 
model: (a) 22,000, (b) 11,000, and (c) 3,000, and for different degrees of 

refinement of the mesh. 

The considerations expressed above drove the modeling 
features to be used for the following assessment. A medium 
level of CAD detail (a 11,000 polygons) and a 3×106  
tetrahedral elements were used to make a comparison 
between the estimated scaffold parameters derived from 
five different RVEs, thus achieving a good compromise in 
terms of computational time (19 min). The results are 
reported in Table III: the estimated volumetric flow rate 
and permeability values resulted in the same range as the 
ones obtained in the previous assessment under the same 
modeling parameters, thus confirming the reliability of the 
modeling strategy adopted. 

 
TABLE III. VALUES OF SIMULATED FLOW RATE Q AND PERMEABILITY k 

FOR DIFFERENT RVES. 

RVE Q (×10−7) 
[m3/s] 

k (×10−9) 
[m2] 

RVE-1 1.40 2.09 
RVE-2 1.42 2.05 
RVE-3 1.36 1.83 
RVE-4 1.38 2.01 
RVE-5 1.21 1.79 

 
IV. DISCUSSION 

A CFD approach based on RVEs has been used in this 
study to analyze the intrinsic permeability of a porous 
scaffold. The obtained results lay the foundations of a more 
sophisticated model to be used as support for further 
studies about flow distribution in 3D scaffolds for tissue 

engineering. The average permeability value obtained in 
the experiment was 1.71×10−9 m2. This value results 
slightly larger than values found in [1, 20], coherently with 
the quite high porosity and large pores dimensions of the 
3D scaffold here considered. The experimental 
permeability values are fairly close to the ones obtained 
through CFD simulations, although these are strongly 
dependent on the detail’s degree of the CAD, as shown in 
Table II. This dependency is also reflected in Fig. 6, where 
the difference between experimental and simulated 
permeability of the roughest configuration (CAD model 
(c)) ranges from 54% to 72%. On the other hand, the error 
of the model with the highest degree of detail (CAD model 
(a)) spans from 11% to 22%, in agreement with other 
studies [1, 20]. In addition, there is no evident discrepancy 
between the CAD model (a) and (b); this aspect led to 
consider a medium level of CAD finish for the further tests. 
As it concerns the fluid domain discretization, the 
complexity of the geometry forced us to use tetrahedral 
elements instead of hexagonal ones. This feature is always 
present when the scaffold is highly non-homogeneous as 
the one considered in this work. The mesh refinement here 
employed is in the range of other works [19, 20], and Table 
II demonstrates that an increasing refinement over 3×106 

elements produced higher computational costs but 
differences in results of less than 3%.   

The reliability of these results was also confirmed by the 
second assessment, whose results are presented in Table 
III. Here the different RVEs showed a similar behavior, 
when the same degree of finish and the same number of 
tetrahedral elements were used. Analyzing multiple RVEs 
allowed checking the homogeneity of the scaffold in terms 
of fluidic behavior.  

A strong limitation of the RVEs approach consists of the 
boundary conditions defined in the model. A no-slip 
condition was imposed on the four lateral sides of the RVE: 
this prevented any lateral flow across the walls. However, 
this is a fictitious condition not describing the real flow 
[19]. This is actually a source of error that leads to a loss 
of accuracy. The modification of the geometry due to the 
RVE and the application of no-real boundary conditions 
make the model of the scaffold different from the original 
one coming from the µCT. This is probably the reason why 
the estimated permeability values move away from the 
experimental ones, when increasing the mesh refinement 
(Fig. 6).  

It is worth making a consideration on the computational 
costs. The CFD approach based on RVEs presented in this 
work resulted in reasonable CPU time as shown in Table 
II. However, the times presented in this table express 
merely the simulation times, though the main advantage of 
the RVE approach lays in the geometry reconstruction and 
meshing procedures. These issues could result particularly 
hard to face if the whole a 1 cm3 scaffold should be 
considered, instead of portions of it. In those case, 
extremely powerful machines as high-performance 
computers or clusters would be needed [16, 28].  

In this work the intrinsic permeability has been used as 
the only metric of assessment between the experimental 
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measurments and the computational model. However, this 
metric could result insufficient when other features of the 
fluid-scaffold system are taken into account, such as the 
wall-shear stress or the velocity distribution throughout the 
pores. A validation through these features would require a  
more complex experimental set-up, but would allow the 
creation of more effective and trustworthy computational 
models.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The influence of different modeling parameters on the 

prediction of scaffold permeability was investigated in this 
work. In particular, the degree of detail of the CAD file 
(number of triangular polygons) and the number of 
tetrahedral elements of the mesh were considered. The 
predictions in terms of scaffold permeability obtained 
through CFD simulations were compared to the 
experimental measurements. Results showed a strong 
dependency of the simulated permeability from the CAD 
degree of finish and, therefore, the importance of the 
scaffold 3D geometry reconstruction. Models with a higher 
degree of detail showed high result accuracy. These results 
lay the basis for further studies encompassing other 
parameters and full-scale scaffold models. 
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